This paper investigates determinants of crew and passenger injuries in passenger vessel accidents. Crew and passenger injury equations are estimated for ferry, ocean cruise, and river cruise vessel accidents, utilizing detailed data of individual vessel accidents that were investigated by the U.S. Coast Guard during the time period [2001][2002][2003][2004][2005][2006][2007][2008]. The estimation results provide empirical evidence (for the first time in the literature) that crew injuries are determinants of passenger injuries in passenger vessel accidents.
Introduction
Passenger vessels include cruise and ferry passenger vessels. Cruise vessels specialize in providing pleasure (rather than transportation) voyages for passengers. If a vessel voyage returns its passengers to the port where they boarded the vessel, the vessel voyage will not have provided passenger transportation service. Cruise vessel voyages are classified according to the primary body-of-water utilized by the voyages. If the primary body-of-water utilized by cruise vessels is an ocean, river or harbor, the cruise voyage has been described as an ocean, river or harbor cruise voyage, respectively (Veronneau and Roy, 2012) . Unlike cruise vessels, ferry vessels specialize in providing transportation voyages.
Ferry vessels transport passengers or passengers and their vehicles (autos and trucks).
Ferry vessels that transport passengers and their vehicles are described as roll-on-roll-off ferries. 1 The instability of roll-on-roll-off ferries is a safety concern (National Transportation Safety Board, 1989) . The vessels have large holes that allow for the loading (roll-on) and the unloading (roll-off) of vehicles, thus precluding vertical watertight bulkheads that are standard features for most commercial vessels. If water gets in a vessel and causes a pronounced list, the ferry will capsize and sink. If loading doors are breached, 60% of roll-on-roll-off ferries will sink within ten minutes (Barnard, 1987) .
Ferries provide scheduled passenger service over a fixed route that may involve multistops (Wergeland, 2012) . In urban areas, a scheduled passenger (for-hire) service over a fixed route is defined as a transit service (Talley, 2006) . Ferry service, among urban transit services, has the distinction of utilizing the largest transit vehicle in the provision of urban transit service.
A safety concern for ferry vessels is human error in vessel operation. The purpose of this paper is to investigate determinants of injuries (crew and passenger) in cruise and ferry passenger vessel accidents. In particular, the paper investigates whether there a positive relationship between passenger injuries and crew injuries in passenger vessel accidents. That is to say, do crew injuries in passenger vessel accidents contribute to passenger injuries in these accidents? The answer to this question will have significant policy implications with respect to the safety training of a passenger vessel's crew. When crew members are injured in a vessel accident, their ability to maintain passenger safety will be compromised. Effective assistance provided by a vessel's crew to its passengers in the event of a vessel accident may be crucial in preventing passenger injuries as well as their severity.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a literature review. Section 3 posits passenger vessel accident crew and passenger injury functions, followed by a discussion of data in Section 4. Section 5 presents equation estimation results for ferry, ocean cruise, and river cruise vessels. Section 6 sets forth conclusions.
Literature Review
The literature investigating injuries aboard passenger vessels has focused on injuries attributable to vessel accidents, those attributable to evacuations and those attributable to the actions of passengers themselves. In an analysis of individual cruise vessel accidents investigated by the U.S. Coast Guard that occurred during the time period 1991 -2001 , Talley et al. (2008 concluded that ocean cruise vessel accidents, as opposed to those for inland waterway and harbor cruise vessels, are more likely to incur injuries. The probability of accident-related injuries will be greater if the cause of the accident is a human as opposed to an environmental or vessel cause. Examples of human causes include the lack of training, stress, lack of knowledge, inadequate supervision, psychological impairment, and intoxication. Examples of environmental causes include adverse weather, shoaling, debris, a submerged object and adverse current/sea conditions.
Examples of vessel causes include vessel stress fracture, corrosion, fouled propeller, dragging anchor, steering failure and propulsion failure.
In an analysis of individual ferry vessel accidents investigated by the U.S. Coast
Guard that occurred during the time period 1981 -1991 , Talley (2002 concluded that injuries for ferry vessel accidents are expected to be higher for fire/explosion than for material/equipment and grounding accidents. The inattentiveness, poor judgment and negligence by crew members have resulted in ferry accidents and therefore injuries to ferry passengers (McIntire, 2003) . Safety assessment criteria for enhancing the passenger safety of passenger ferry services include: 1) safety equipment, 2) ship structure, 3)
shipping documentation inspection, 4) safety instruction, 5) navigation and communication, and 6) crew members' ability (to respond to an emergency and knowledge of rescue procedures). Crew members' ability was found by Lu and Tseng (2012) to be the most important criterion, followed by safety equipment, for enhancing ferry passenger safety. "Safety training and emergency preparedness are positively associated with safety behavior, including safety compliance and safety participation" (Lu and Yang, 2011, p. 339) .
The evacuation of passenger vessels requires "mustering passengers to safe areas, counting and accounting for passengers, and controlling and guiding their movements" (Vanem and Ellis, 2010, p. 788 (2003) and Millar (1980) .
Actions of passengers aboard cruise vessels may also contribute to their injuries, e.g., falls (especially by older passengers), resulting in passenger concussions, fractures and hemorrhages. The risk for such falls may depend upon whether the vessel has straight or circular stairwells and whether handrails, grab bars, carpeting or slip-resistant surfaces are present and whether passengers are intoxicated (from alcohol consumption) at the time of the fall. Exposure by passengers to on-board infectious epidemics, consisting of viral dysentery and respiratory infections, will weaken passengers if caught and thus increase their likelihood of falling and incurring injuries (Bansal et al., 2007) .
Vessel Accident Injuries
Since the safety of a vessel's crew depends to a large extent on the vessel's safety, a positive relationship exists between accident vessel damage severity and injury severity.
In the study, the number of crew injuries in a passenger vessel accident (C) is posited to be a function of the vessel's accident damage severity (D), i.e., Replacing the vectors in equation (2) with the above described measurement variables (x) and then substituting equation (2) into equation (1), one obtains the following reduced-form equation for crew injuries:
The number of passengers injured in a passenger vessel accident (P) is posited to be a function of crew injuries and vessel damage severity, i.e.,
Note that equation (4) distinguishes between the effect of vessel damage severity and the number of crew injuries from a passenger vessel accident on the number of passenger injuries resulting from a passenger vessel accident.
Data
Data used in the estimations of Equations (3) and (4) Three MISLE data tables were used to compile the data set for this study. The three data tables include: the Vessel Event Whether a vessel involved in an accident incurred damage or no damage is measured by a binary variable. The mean for the binary variable, vessel damage severity (D), is 0.373, 0.327, and 0.602 for ferry, ocean cruise, and river cruise vessels, respectively. In other words, among the accident cases in the three data sets, 37.3%, 32.7%, and 60.2% are classified as vessel "damaged" or "total constructive loss" (D = 1), the rest are classified as vessel "undamaged" (D = 0).
Estimation Results
As noted above, we develop estimations for two sets of models (equations 3 and 4) for crew injury (C) and passenger injuries (P). The dependent variables in both equations (3) and (4) are counts of rare events. Typically, vessel accidents with injuries are infrequent; also, if injuries occur, they are few in number. The preponderance of zeros and the small values and discrete nature of accident crew and passenger injuries suggest that the estimation could be improved, relative to ordinary least squares (OLS), by using
Poisson regression, which accounts for these characteristics. We have also tested alternative specifications including negative binomial regression but the results were less satisfactory and thus are not reported here. are also expected if the vessel has a steel hull. The explanation for this result may be due to the fact that steel-hulled ferry vessels are typically larger and therefore carry a great number of crew individuals. For ocean cruise vessels, more crew injuries are expected if a vessel is involved in a collision accident or it is lost its maneuverability. A smaller number of crew injuries is expected if the vessel is older or has a steel hull. In the case of river cruise vessels, a larger number of crew injuries are expected if a vessel is involved 5 A number of extensions of the Poisson model that relax the assumption that the variance of dependent variable (y) equals to its mean have been proposed (Greene 2012) . We used an overdispersion test proposed by Cameron and Trivedi (1990) . Under the hypothesis, [y -E(y)] 2 -E(y) has mean 0. In all of our model runs, the null hypothesis of equidispersion could not be rejected, and Poisson model was used.
in an explosion or grounding accident, or if the vessel has lost its maneuverability. As expected, a greater number of crew injuries occur on larger river-cruise vessels involved in accidents. As for ocean cruise vessels involved in accidents, a smaller number of crew injuries are associated with older river-cruise vessels involved in accidents.
Note that the crew-injury variable in equation (3) is a dependent variable but an explanatory variable in equation (4); thus its error term observations as a stochastic variable in equation (3) could be correlated with the error terms of the dependent and stochastic variable (P) in equation (4). To address this potential problem, equation (4) is estimated through a two-step procedure, where the fitted crew injury (C fit ) variable is deduced and used as an instrument of (C) in the estimation of equation (4). Specifically, the first step involves using the estimate of equation (3) to obtain the fitted crew injury (C fit ) variable, whose observations are obtained by substituting values of the explanatory variables in estimated equation (3) and solving. In the second step, an estimate of equation (4) is obtained using the instrumental variable (C fit ) and the binary vessel damage severity variable (D) as explanatory variables.
The estimation results of passenger injury equation (4) in Table 3 indicate that there is a positive relationship between the number of passenger injuries and crew injuries in ferry, ocean cruise and river cruise passenger vessel accidents, i.e., an increase in the number of crew injuries in ferry, ocean cruise and river cruise passenger vessel accidents is expected to result in an increase in the number of passenger injuries in these accidents.
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The empirical findings thus suggest that the safety of passengers on board passenger vessels will depend in part upon the safety of vessel crews on board these vessels.
Conclusion
7 The values of chi-square statistic are 461.24 for ferry, 666.43 for ocean cruise, and 26.89 for river cruise, all exceeding the 9.21 critical value necessary for significance at the 0.01 level for two degrees of freedom.
This study investigates determinants of passenger vessel accident injuries using Poisson regression and empirical data on ferry, ocean cruise, and river cruise vessel accidents (obtained from the U.S. Coast Guard). Unlike previous studies, the relationship between passenger and crew injuries in passenger vessel accidents is examined. The empirical results suggest that the number of passenger injuries is positively related to the number of crew injuries in ferry, ocean cruise and river cruise passenger vessel accidents.
Thus, the safety of passengers on board passenger vessels depends on the safety of crew members on board these vessels. An important policy implication of the study is that the safety of passengers and crew members aboard ferry and cruise passenger vessels can be improved via the training of vessel crew members to ensure their safety in the event of a vessel accident. With cruise vessels increasing in size and carrying greater numbers of crew members and passengers, an emphasis on improving the safety of passenger-vessel crew members may lead to significant safety benefits for crew members and passengers.
Although the study has identified the links among vessel damage severity, crew injury and passenger injury, we were unable to investigate specific causes and types of crew injuries under different vessel accident scenarios for lack of data. Effective crew safety training can be achieved, and crew injury can be significantly reduced, only when our understanding of the causes of injuries under various vessel conditions is improved through future investigations. Similarly, due to data limitation, crew-training level was not explicitly modeled in the current study. A future study should include variables capturing crew-training levels, so that the effectiveness of training on crew safety and in turn passenger safety can be assessed. Finally, future studies should examine specific interactions between passengers and vessel crew under different accident scenarios to improve our understanding of the relationship of passenger and crew injuries, so that a more comprehensive safety program for passenger vessels can be developed. 
